AVO COMPLIANT PROCESSING
global expertise and personalized service

Absolute Imaging provides a meticulous and rigorous AVO complaint flow. To be fully
AVO-Compliant, a processing flow must preserve the true relative amplitude of the
seismic signal which is representative of the geology and not the noise. Since AVO
compliant gathers are often input to Reservoir Characterization routines for detailed
offset or azimuthal analysis, it is imperative that the amplitude relationships are
correctly maintained and the seismic data is noise free.

In a fully AVO compliant flow, it is necessary to do a substantial amount of testing especially of the noise attenuation processes. Surface Consistent Scaling routines are run
before and after all Noise Suppression and Deconvolution routines. Great care has to be
taken to ensure that the noise is being removed and that the proper amplitude of the
signal is being preserved.

Absolute Imaging’s AVO complaint flow includes an iterative approach to removing noise.
We carefully analyze all noise suppression techniques to ensure minimal data leakage.
We

utilize

an

interactive

tool,

Seismic

Compare,

that

allows

the

user

to

quantify the effectiveness of our noise suppression techniques. We also run a number of
QC products to ensure our AVO-Compliance.
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A series of techniques (pre and post stack) are available to remove noise bursts and
spikes, linear noise (including guided waves) and random noise:

•

Polarization Ground Roll Filter

•

Eigen Image Ground Roll Filter

•

Surface Wave Noise Attenuation (SWNA)

•

Coherent Noise Attenuation (CNA)

•

FX/FXY Prediction & Projection Filters

•

Cadzow Filter including an Automatic Rank Determination option

•

FX Median Filter (Frequency-space domain noise burst removal)

•

TFD (Time Frequency Domain)
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Since removal of noise and all testing can be tedious, sometimes a Non-AVO compliant
flow is used in parallel to the AVO-Compliant flow. This Non-AVO flow, which is normally
taken to a post stack migration only, allows the calculation of Surface Consistent Statics
and NMO velocities while the noise suppression testing is done. The three benefits of this
approach are:

•

A Post Stack Time Migrated image of the dataset is produced so that the interpreter
can receive an interpretable image quickly.

•

This flow provides QC displays for Absolute to constantly check the quality and
effectiveness of our AVO-Compliant Noise Attenuation processes against a standard
(Non-AVO) processing sequence.

•

Sufficient time to properly analyze the data in the AVO-Compliant flow is provided.

In addition to noise attenuation testing and removal, Absolute Imaging has excellent
Surface Consistent Deconvolution routines to whiten the data and ensure phase stability
across the prospect. Since no trace-by trace whitening processes are permitted in a fully
AVO Compliant flow, Absolute’s Ensemble-Based Spectral Whitening has been developed
to further broaden the frequency spectrum in an AVO Compliant manner as additional
whitening can be beneficial in many areas, especially in subtle stratigraphic plays.
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CONTACT US
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Absolute Imaging Inc.
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info@absoluteimaging.ca

Absolute Imaging International (India) Pvt Ltd.
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Ima
Telephone: +91 1204231428
info@absoluteimaging.ca

www.AbsoluteImaging.ca

•

Land, Marine & Transition Zone Processing 2D, 3D & 4D

•

Multicomponent Processing

•

Environmental Near Surface Imaging

•

Depth Imaging | Diffraction Imaging

•

Reservoir Characterization

•

Seismic Data Services
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